The definition, renewal and maintenance of geodetic datum has been international hot issue. In recent years, many countries have been studying and implementing modernization and renewal of local geodetic reference coordinate frame. Based on the precise result of continuous observation for recent 15 years from state CORS (continuously operating reference system) network and the mainland GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) network between 1999 and 2007, this paper studies the construction of mathematical model of the Global CGCS2000 frame, mainly analyzes the theory and algorithm of two-step method for Global CGCS2000 Coordinate Frame formulation. Finally, the noise characteristic of the coordinate time series are estimated quantitatively with the criterion of maximum likelihood estimation.
INTRODUCTION
CGCS2000 (China Geodetic Coordinate System 2000) has been adopted nearly 10 years since July 1, 2008 (Yang, 2009 , which was composed of CORS network and national high-precision geodetic control network. In recent years, with relevant state construction project successfully implemented, the number of China's national CORS stations has reached 410, and evenly covered China's territorial lands ， becoming the mainstay of maintaining the CGCS2000 coordinate framework (Liu, 2009 ). Based on the processing results of the 16-year national CORS station, this paper studies the theory and algorithm of constructing the global CGCS2000 coordinate reference frame using the two-step model, and the noise characteristic of the coordinate time series are estimated quantitatively with the criterion of maximum likelihood estimation.
DATA PROCESSING AND VELOCITY ESTIMATING
The software named GAMIT/GLOBK had been used in data processing and adjustment for CORS sites. GAMIT is a comprehensive GPS analysis package developed at MIT and Scripps for the estimation of three-dimensional relative positions of ground stations and satellite orbits base on the GPS double-difference. GLOBK is a Kalman filter whose primary purpose is to combine solutions from the processing of primary data from space-geodetic or terrestrial observations. Two steps are adopted to obtain the coordinates and velocities information of CORS. First, performing a least squares analysis, which is completed by GAMIT software. Second, according to CORS time series, we carry on adjustment after daily CORS solution, and estimate velocity adopting Kalman filter method, completed by GLOBK software (Jiang, 2009) . The map of national CORS stations are represented in Figure 1 .
In order to strengthen the geometry relation between Domestic CORS sites and global IGS (International GNSS Service) stations, in the daily GPS processing, we add surrounding 16 IGS stations, so we can obtained the agonic solution of position and covariance and improve the intensity of entire CORS network (Jiang, 2009) . After joint processing and adjustment for CORS and IGS GPS stations, we can obtain the velocities and coordinates in model of global crust movements. Finally, the coordinates and velocities all had been transferred to CGCS2000 frames (Jiang, 2012) . The velocity of national CORS stations (CGCS2000) are represented in Figure 2 .
CONSTRUCTION OF GLOBAL CGCS2000
The Terrestrial Reference Frame (TRF) is generally constructed from two mathematical models (Altamimi, 2007) . The one-step model combines the effective time series of different spatial technologies synchronously. The first step of the two-step model comprehensively processes the effective time series of different observation technique (Intra-technique combination). The second step is to achieve joint processing base on the first step to obtain effective parameter estimations (Inter-technique combination), generating the final ITRF results. The advantage of the two-step model is estimating Terrestrial Reference Frame (TRF) parameters from different spatial technique; which reveals the systematic deviations among technique through comparison analysis. For example, scale deviations, accuracy differences, and observation gross errors. Secondly, the variance matrix of different spatial techniques obtained in the first step can be estimated and weighted appropriately. Otherwise, considering the characteristics of BDs at this stage, the two-step model is suitable. The following mainly introduces the two-step model.
Intra-technique Combination Model
Intra-technique combination model processes time series generated from different observation technology separately, assuming that different epochs of time series refer to different coordinate frames (epoch frames), the initial coordinates and velocity values of TRF had been estimated in the different coordinate time series. The nonlinear observation equations in the form below (Altamimi, 2011) . ,,
are the transformation parameters from the technique T reference system ST to the particular original data reference system Sk at epoch Tk. This complication situation from the lack of individual station observe at some epochs, which can be handled by introducing a "participation" matrix Lk. Finally, the total observation equations for the M epochs in the stacking of a particular technique below.
With weight matrix
The normal 
( ) deficiency arising from the fact that the reference system to which the unknown parameters refer has not been defined, the infinitely many solutions of the normal equations correspond to the infinitely choices of the reference system. A particular reference system is chosen with the use of an additional set of the minimal constraints, which provide unique parameter estimates.
Inter-technique Combination
In inter-technique combination step, the initial coordinates and 
(7) In order to estimate the translate parameters from the global CGCS2000 reference frame (A) to the observational epoch reference frame C, it is necessary to use the relationship between the three frame transformation parameters. The Frame Relationship Diagram are represented in Figure 3 , the obtained observation equation is: 
The Inner Constraints for the Inter-technique Combination
Inner constraints algorithm redefine constraint conditions of coordinate reference frame according to minimum standard of transform parameters and its rate, adjusted network which is obtained though Coordinate similarity transformation can ensure the highest fitting degree to the initial network shape, and can keep the inherent purity of coordinate network from different observation technology (Wei, 2010) . Due to the limited space of the paper, we omit the inner constraints for the Intra-technique stacking step. Brief introduction the inner constraints for the Inter-technique combination, the transformation law is
And the inner constraints become 
These are the "total" inner constraints leading to a minimum norm solution satisfying. 
NOISE ESTIMATION OF NATIONAL CORS
The noise characteristic of the national CORS coordinate time series are estimated quantitatively with the criterion of maximum likelihood estimation (Williams,2006) , Table 1 VW corresponds to the variable white noise, FN corresponds to FLICKER noise; RW corresponds to stochastical noise.
CONCLUSION
We can obtain the conclusion based on above analysis:
1. Finely processed coordinates and velocities of Chinese mainland have been obtained derived from recent 15 years continuous observation results of state CORS network and the GNSS stations, which is the most precise (coordination better than 5mm, velocity better than 2mm/a), Wide area (covering Chinese mainland), and densest (1081 points).
2. This paper studies the construction mathematical model of the Global CGCS2000 Frame, analyzes the theory and algorithm of inner constraints required for of Global CGCS2000 Frame formulation. Inner constraints algorithm redefine constraint conditions of coordinate reference frame according to minimum standard of transform parameters and its rate. Through Coordinate similarity transformation, adjusted network which ensures the highest fitting to the initial network shape, and can keep the inherent purity of coordinate network from different observation technology.
3. The noise characteristic of the coordinate time series are estimated quantitatively with the criterion of maximum likelihood estimation. Result proves that white noise is not the main part of the noises in the coordinate time series of CORS network in China, while the white noise, flicker noise and random walk noise are the basic characteristics in the coordinate time series of CORS network, better describing the movement parameters of CORS network.
